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•,/ , . ¥'ortL-_ . '.\::;,.:: relations that m~e the inversion of these expansions quite simple. In this note, we explore the relationship between helicity amplitudes and the amplitudes heretofore used in photomeson theory.
II. HELICITY AMPLITUDES
By the use of the procedure and notation of JW, the four helicity states for the fhoton..,nucleon system are described completely by the total helicity (>..) of the system:
The .nucleon is taken, for convenience, to be traveling in the z direction s.o that ' A will be identical to the z component of nucleon spin. Since the 1T has no ~pin, the total final helicity (!J.) is just the helicity of the final nucleon.
If we as.sume parity conservation,. the helicity. amplitudes (f , ) obey
where If we make the usual intrinsic parity assignment 11-y = 11n =-1, .the scattering amplitude is (2.2) (2.3) 11 "' 1 .. and n *This work done under the auspices of the U.S, Atomic Energy Commission. -',>..
(2.7)
The differential cross section is given by The helicity amplitudes differ from those of CGLN in that (a) they refer to circularly 'polarized photons, and (b) the final nucleon spin is quantized along the direction of motion rather than the z-axis.
For a definite helicity of the photon, we can take the linear combinations of the spin-up and spin-down Pauli spinors that correspond to the helicity states. When these linear combinations are used as the final state, the resulting amplitudes are just the helicity amplitudes. The linear combinations required are obtained by rotating the z axis to lie along the direction of motion. ·A particular photon helicity,. F, can be represented as
where the x 1 s are the usual two-component Pauli spinors. Also we can write
and thus we have F'X.y= R-li"y (3.5)
If for convenience in comparison we take <!> . . = 0, then we have
The A. = -1 state of a photon traveling in the negative z direction is represerfted by -6.-.
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The amplitude of CGLN for this case becomes:
.rr e e ~ ·"):" - CONCLUSIO!'T The above formulas give the recipe for projecting multipole amplitudes out of the CGLN amplitudes. Another use for these expressions is in deriving partial-wave dispersio.n relations for photoproduction. This work is now in progress.
